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.;--·· symbolic systems are as a rule presented as doctrines; -poetic· symbolism is a -language. Sometimes a symbolic s'ystem, such as classical mythology 3 may lose its ·doctrinal content and so becoi~·fe purely linguistic;· but this does -not affect the distinction. So while poetry can be made of any account of spiritual reality because it is itself the language of spiritual reality, it does not follow that poetry represents something truer,-because broader, than religion or philosophy. The French language is a much -broader thing than 'the philosophy of Montaigne or Pascal, and we can learn Frenc~ without being converted to any Frenchman's views; but the Frenc~ language itself represents no truth.
Just. as the teacher of a language is a grammarian~ so dn~ of the functions of the literary critic is to be a grammarian of imagery, interpreting the ~,<.-.· sophy of Shelley,s poetry, though the use of the word philosophy here is, . as just said, misleading. I .imag-ine that the greatest creative pe·riods in art are also those in which criticism is most aware of the importance of this particular task. In Elizabethan criticism, for instance, the importance ~ attached to symbolic grammar comes out in the mythological hand-books, the elaborate allegorical commentaries on Virgirand Ovid, and the textbo. oks'· :of rhetoric, in which every conceivable mode of utterance is studiedand classified with what seems to us now the mere exuberance of pedantry. It maybe true that as Samuel Butler said:
. .
... all a rhetorician's rules . -__ Teach nothing but to name hi~ tools.
But if a critic, or, for that matter a poet, cann<?t name hi~ tools, the world is not likely to concede mpch authority to his craft. 'yVe should not entrust , our cars to a mechanic who lived entirely in a world of gadgets and ,doohickeys. In any case the Elizabethan 'critical tradition, which, whatever one thinks of it, is certainly essential to the age of Spenserian allegory and court masque, eventually broke down. Augustan criticism had a gram;. matical interest in form, but. its scope was far narrower, and by the-·Ro ... mantic-period, in spite of the gi¥antic efforts of Coleridge, .criticism was '' , .
'' , THE UNIVERSITY ·oF TORONTO QUARTERLY rapidly heading for .a limbo of "appreciation," reflective belief leitres, and cogent comments. , The axioms and postulates of criti~ism cannot _ be ~faken over readymade fro·m theology,. philosophy, or science. They have to grow' out :of , the art which the criticism is dealing with. Hence each art has its own .criticism, and whether aestheticS is a legitimate branch of philosophy or . . not, I do not see that a theory of beauty in general can have a .direct application to any branch of criticism. When Lessing in the Laokoon protested against confusing the canons of the different. arts, this was really the . question he was raising; The importance of the question is not overthrown' by h.istorical critici$m, which is a different subject altogether; and· which , deals with such conceptions as Baroque~ Ren~issance, Rococo,'· Gothic, Romantic, where all cultural products of a period are seen as symbols of , that period. Beauty, the icon of aesthetics, is as -big a stumbling:..block to criticism as~happiness . is to morals' , and it is significant that in our or~inary language about art the word is practically obsolete, having been long. replaced simply by ''good." For one thing, it has become senti1?1entalized in mean. ing until it is now synonymous with the. particular quality of beauty -more ~xactly described as loveline~s. The reason for this is that ideas qf beauty -tend insensibly, to become ideas of propriety and decorum. When ' . . we speak of the human body as beautiful we mean a body of someone in good physical condition between about eighteen and thirty, _ . . and when · Degas expresses'interest in thi.ck-bottomed matrons squatting in hip-b'aths, we confuse the sh' ock to our sense 'of propriety with a shock to our sense of. beauty. The same thing happens when Ibsen claims venereal disease as a -subject for · 'tragedy. The cult of beauty, then, is reactionary: it is .contin~ally setting up barriers to the co,nquest o(experience by art, and limits the variety of expression in art wherever it can. . ' But with the break-down of a traditi~n of gt·ammatical criticism, ideas of general beauty become the critic's chief subject-matte'r; · hence the nineteenth -century was the golden age of aesthetic criticism. , Criticism reacted Qn art, and when critics forgot how to teach the language of poetic : iinil:gery the poets forgot how to use it, the creative .. counterpart of aesthetic ·criticism being,-o'f course, aestheticism. This fact affected both the conterit . aQd the f~rm of late romantic poetry. · The content illustrates what may be called a Berlitz approach .to symbolic language, apprehending it by' means of evocation and sympathetic thtuition, in which the first rule of. criticism is never to pus·h the meaning of an i_n:1age too far, which means never .giving it a grammatical or systematic meaning. The form similarly ' illustrates a deliberate fragmentation of poetic experience, in which the lack of explicit grammatical pattern is less noticeable. In the larger picturethe different arts, having lost their particular ~ritiques, tend to· become one another's metaphors, as music becomes a metaphor for poetry in lVJallarme.
In the age ~e are dealing with) Ruskin alone had ~ny rc;al sense of a critical workshop, and yet, . as he was deeply involved with an aesthetic which
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continually relapses into propriety, and moral propriety at that, most of his direct influence on art was pernicious. , We shall n~ver fully understand the nineteenth century until we realize how hampered its poets were by •the lack of a coherent tradition of cri" ticism which · · would have organized the language of poetic symbolism for' them;--This lack compelled many of them to turn to -the symbolic systems available in their •time to devel'op a poetic language out of them as best they might.
Many conversions of poets to the Roman Catholic Ch~rch were obviously ,connected with the possibility of finding their language in .the iconographyof that -Church. Other poets turned like Swinburne to a pagan mythology, still others, like Wagner and the early Yeats, to a ·national one; some . worked out mythologies or metaphysics of their own, Poe's Eureka being an example o~ly -slightly less bizarre than Yeats' Vision. Connected with the sanie situation was the growing influence o( occult systems in poetic thought, especially in France and Germany. The occult tradition, stemming as it did_. partly from Swedenborg and St. Martin in the West and. partly· from an increasing flow of information about Hindu and Buddhist philosophies, W2:S especially attractive because it . see. med to hint more clearly at a universal language of symbolism. This tradition comes to its Climax near the end of the century with Madame Blavatsky's huge Secret Doctrine, after, which the growth of the scientific stu. dy of comparative religion ·and psychoanalysis took the whole question out of the palsied hands of literary ·critics. Madame Blavatsky may wellrhave been, like ~ Paracelsus, a ·good .deal of a charlatan. Henley said of her: "Of course she gets up fraudulent ' miracl~s, but a woman of genius has to do som, ething." Yet The' Secret Doctrine; whate-ver else it" is, is a very r~markable essay on the morphologyof symbols, and the charlatanism of its author is less a reflection on her than. on the age that compelled her to express he;self in such devious ways.
. _ Most of the minor poets, however, followed the romantic and ~esthetic path, · and this was true of the "Cheshire Cheese" group with whom Yeats was. first associated. This group included Lionel · Joh~son and Ernest Dawson, with Wilde .an·d · Francis Thompson on the fringes, and their ~ technique of relentless beautifying appears in much of Yeats' early work, notably "The Secret Rose" and the first version of Oisin. He is following the same models also in those poems of escape, like The Land of Heart's Desire, which are aesthetic anti-Victorian melodramas with' · beauty as -hero and duty as villain. And in, his transformation of a tough, humorous, . and · extravaga. , . nt Irish mythology into nostalgic romance and worn-out Court :-, · And yet . the deliberate pull of Yeats'-genius away from the Che-shire Cheese is ·unmistakable. Everyone who has · studi~d the early poems ha~ barked his shins over the later revisions of them, and pondered the . curiously tasteless -blunders which Yeats occasionally makes in these r~visibns. Cheshire Cheese poetry, like romantic poetry in general, only mote so, depends on an evocative and intuitive approach to the significance of ·poetit imagery; hence it depends, not on things, but on q~alifications of things, not on a pattern of images, but on a backgroun~ of attributes. The emphasis in such poetry therefore falls on carefully composed epithets and radioactive adjectives. Now when Yeats, in_ "The Sorrow of · , Love," cranges (lcurd-pale moon" to ubrilliant moon," the change from the no. isy to the quie't epithet throw~ a much greater weight on the noun, and indicates that "p1oon" has acquired-a systematic , and grammatical meaning : in Yeats' poetry. Other clianges are motivated by a desire to tighten up the · · · syntax, which in a euphuistic poetr.y of epithets tends to be~ome flaccid, be~aus~ the connective tissues of senteQces emphasize continuity-.of meaning r~ther than radiating suggestiveness. The reasons for Yeats~-wanting to · re.;rite his early poems -instead of merely writing -. the~ off are not dear, but one -guess may be hazarded. Yeats is one· of the growing poets: his. ' technique, his ideas, his attitude to life, . are in a constant state of r~volution and metamorphosis. He belongs .with Goethe and Beethoven, not with the artists who simply unfold, like Blake and Mozart. This phenomenon of metamorphic growth, which must surely have reached its limit in Picasso, -seems to be comparatively new in t~e arts, and so a s-omewhat unwelcome characteristic to Yeats himself, who preferred the more tradition' al -1.mfolding rhythm. Perh~ps it too is a by:..product of the bre~k-down of criticistrt. Dante unfolds into the Divine Comedy because the grammar of its s-ymbol-' ism is present in the culture of his time; Gaeth~ grows i'nto the second part-, of Faust because he has to ·rediscover . the conventions of symbolism for himself. Yeats, then, may have been compelled to "grow" by a personal . s~arch for symbols, and if so, his revisions may signify a desire to force the developing body of hi~ work into a si. ngle unfolding unit.
II
Yeats .looked for a language of symbols in two obvious places: in the traditional· mythology of Ireland~' including both its heroic saga and its . popular folk-lore, and in the occultism of his own day which had a doctrine in . theosophy and a discipline in spiritualism. The association betwe~· n the · · : occult and .the native Irish is of.long standing, and Yeats, determination_ to have Blav~tsky, Swedenborg, and F. W. H. Myers rubbing shoulders with Fionn· and Cuchulain is not due to a merely personal crochet. He
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I . redeeming the world by selling her soul to the devil and then cheating the devil by . the purity of her nature, very much as in the pre-Anselm t4eory of the Atonement. As Yeats calmly ·remarks in a note, thd story illustrates ' · "one of the supreme parables of the world," and it is perhaps n_ ot astonishing that some of his more. orthodox contemporaries, however foolishly they may have ·expressed .their objections, felt that all was ~ot well. The -dying king of t_ he theatre has often proved a formidable rival of the dying god of the Church, ·and the audience may have realized more clearly than . Yeats -himself _that something anti-Chris~ian was taking shape, the fra-. ditiqnal cult of Dionysius and Oedipus revived to overthrow that of Christ. We shall'-return to this _ in a moment.
YEATS ANJ? THE LANGUAGE OF SYMBOLlSM
. · The cult of the legend is apt to le~d to archaism, to sentimentalizing a 'certain period ih the past. If we believe with Swinburne that the world has grown gray with the breath of Christ, we are making a historical Fall out · of Ch' ristianity and a hist'orical Golden Age out of the · Classica 1 l era. ,Consequently we shall tend to think of the c'reative' imagiri ation as concerned with reviving the faded splendours of class, ical culture~ which will lead to a good deal of faking and antiquing when we come to deal directly with that culture. · The same is true of the· romantic medievalism of l\1;orris and Chesterton, where the F~ll is placed in the Renaissance or Reformation, as it is by Ruskin, who a~tually calls the Renaissance. a· FaJl in The Stones ' of Venice. The. iate roman tic milieu of the early Yeats was full of historical myths of this kind and Yeats inherited a view of history which stems from ~ writer whom he,consistently despised-:-Carlyle. The age of heroic action and imaginative splendour, according to .this dialectic, died with the age 1 .of faith, and .since then self-consciousness, Puritanism, rationalism, mer-, cantilism, and all the spectral ghosts of abstraction have destroyed ·the individual and the supernatural at once, and left ~thin, bloodless, envious, '~edentary, sceptical, materialistic, bourgeois sissy as the typical man qf qur, own -age. I~ his early essay on Spenser, for instance, Yeats is so pr:eoccu-· _ pied with this myth that he hardly succeeds in getting anything intelligent ·said about Spenser; and -he never outgrew it, _partly because of what seems · to me the very considerable influence of D .. H. Lawrence on 1?-is later poetry. Ireland thus comes to mean for him among othe~ things a region ~heltered froni the worst fury of abstraction and metropolitan materialism, where cult_u're s-till. has ·roots, where communal art-forms like the drama are still possible, and where the, brave rna~ and the beautiful woman ' stiir command respect.
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_ When Spengler's Decline of the West appeared after the First World War it owed its popuhrity to the fact that it gave both c~mplete-·expression . to a 1 myth which .had been widely accepted for a century· and ·an intelligible . account of that myth. Cultures were, Spengler said, organisms,' subject . to the organic rhythms of growth, maturation· , and decay, and our present -. metropolitan civilization is a "Western" culture in the same stage of decline that classical culture was in at the time of the Punic Wars. From 191. 7 on,. · ,~ Yeats was .absorbeq by his Vision, a complicated occult system based on a twenty-eight~phase lunar cycle and a system of double cones, which was _ dictated to him by spirits' who worked through his wife's gift for automatic writing, and Spengler's was evidently one of the books these -spirits read, or possibly wrote. Spengler does ~ot postul3:te a general cyclic movement in history, but his tables"of cultures use the names of the four seasons, and if our time is the "winter'' of Western culture a returning spring is at any rate suggested. The Vision has an interesting passage on the influence of Froberiius on · Spengler which suggests, I think correctly, that a genera~ cy~lic theory w_ as actually in Spengler's mind. In any case the general cycle is in Vico, one of Spengler's predecessors, wh~ had also a more direct influence on Yeats through Croce; as he had on Joyce.
The Vision presents. an-astrological theory of history, according to which history moves alternately through . "ailtithetical" and "primary" cycles, the former being subjective, aristocratic, violent, and antinomian, the latter objec,tive, democratic, self-sacrificing, and theistic. Each cycle embraces two millennia. The Classical period from 2000 .B.C. to the Christian era was an "antithetical" cycle, and our own Christian cycle is a ·"primary" one. A cycle is at its height halfway through, at the fifteenth phase, when it is also nearest the opposite pole. ' Thus the Christian era w~s at its rn:ost antithetical in a Byzantine. 'period, in Yeats a quasi-historical fairyland reminding us of Lawrence's Etruscan myth. When Byzanti~m ·fell its cuJture took root in the West, producing the antithetical Renaissance · civiFzation which had always made so 'strong an ·appeal to Yeats. Cas-· tiglione's Courtier, the great text-book of antithetical discipline, wa· s one of his favourite books, and he felt . that his pantheon of Irish heroes, Burke being an -obvio, tis member, had a deep spiritual affinity with 'the proud and aristocratic ideals of the age of chivalry, of the noble horseman .\Yho casts a cold eye on the squalor of life and death alike 1 · and leaves· his servants to do his "living" for him, to quote .the famous tag from Axel that ·Yeats kept repeating all his life. , . . We are now in the last century of the Christian era, at the very nadi,r of primary abstraction, and are approaching the return of an antithetical age. Like Ni~tzsche, Yeats prophesies the . time when Christianity will give place to an 'opposing culture of Qroud beauty_and invincible ·viole-nce, th~ reign of the Antichrist now slouching toward Bethlehem to be born, of the centaur whose humanity· is inseparable from the brute, of Shelley•s Demogorgon who awakens from the earth as the umummy wheat" o · the \'
.YEATS AND TH.E . LANGUAGE OF SYMBOLISM ' . 7 I precedin,g classical culture begins to sprout again. 'rhe dove and the virgin are to go and Leda and the swan are to come back, in the form of the watchful and ironic heron of the Irish ~arshes and his fanatical priestess. The new birth is to be however a welter of blood and pain, full of the screams of-the new birds of prey who replace the dove of peace, like the leaderless falcon turning 'in the widening gyre, and f~ll of the hound voices ' of furies in pursuit of blood . . Like Spengler, though for slightly different-.
reasons~ Yeats sees in the fascist cult of brutal violence·· something ·pro-' foundly characteristic of our o~n time and of the im:mediate futur~. 1 He had to talk himself into this, for he saw fascism first as it reaJly is, \Yhen Ireland was occupied by the Black and Tans. Later, when Wyndham ·Lewis was· publicizing _ Hitler and Pound Mussolini, and Eliot was issu~ng encyclicals to the faithful informing them that the people who think are now reading Cha~les Ma~rras, Yeats had a pa~sing dalliance with the Irish Blue Shirts. But there are other features .of this new civilization more genuinely attractive to him. As in Lawrenc. e, the Christ of.the new era is to be a sexual rather than .a virginal god, and in ma~y of Yeats' last poems the se~ act, again as in Lawrence, practically becomes the-basis of .a new fertility rituaf. Yeats' preference of the heroic virtues to the Christian . ones comes out, too, in his plays Calvary and Resurrection, where the histori-.ca· l Jesus a·ppears. as a rather stupefied and bemused figure, turning the wheel of time towards th~ surrender of human powers to a dehumanized God:
, Yet his celebrations of a new birth are enforced, to use.a technical term from the Vision, and all through' his work runs the melancholy of the Gottddiimmerung. It is a bitte-r Kilken.ny cat-fight that Yeats m~kes out of history', the hero and the god, the young man and the old man, destroy-, ing one another as the gyres of history grind together on· a common axis.-Oedipus kills .his father and Cuchulain his son, and the hero of Purgatory ·, kills both as a sacrifice to his mother, his feelings for whom are a ·remarkably repulsive mixture of incest and necrophily. In On Baile's Strand, CuchuJain after killing his son wanders mad into a world of chaos, Eke Lear on the · heath. But unlike Lear he does not recover his humanity, au'd only a fool and ~ blind man are on .the stage when the curtain 'falls. The fool is the last phase of the lunar cycle in ·the Vision, and the blind mar~: I take' to represent the dark moonless night that follows it, the existence of which Yeats' "instructors" appear to ha v~ overlookdd.
In searching for a new language of symbols, then, Yeats was to a great extent simply fulfilling the romantic tradition from which he. had started; his final position being simply a more systematic expression of the rom~nticism of Nietzsche and Lawrence. Eve~ his Byzantium, the spiritual · source of the fifteenth-century culture that was the model of the preRap.haelites, betrays its .romantic origin. His conception of the great mat~ also falls well within the r'omantic orbit. , One of the fundamental conceptions of early romantic mythology is that the revolutionary political situation of its time. is a recreation of the rebellion of Prometheus, the · .. .
... · ~ and aristocratic civilization such heroes would be leaders, but in-a primary ·~' -_ ~-' -one like our own the noble animal is pulled do. wn by the cur~ arid his heroism · : ' fulfils itself, Eke ·the setting sun 3 in the waning glamour -of the lost cause. . In t4e rewritten ending of The _King's Threshold the heroic poet dies having · _ · maintained his defiance both of the tyran_t king and of the leprous sky-god, ' · . Blake•s ·Jehovah, whom he incarnates, but with no other resolution of the ,~ ' co~~ict than his own death. '_And in Yeats, last ·play, The De~th of Cuchulciin,_ the ignoble at;Id helpless collapse of nis favo~rite.hero will give some· ' idea ~f_the imaginative nihilism that the poet'~ mind finally reached. In Yeats as in most great romantics> the cult of the hero turns 1 out to be. a· cult of the death of the hero, an Eroica symphony with aJuneral march at its ' ·· heart . . · '
HI ·
The language of early romantic symbolism is a Kantian language, by which I do not mean that it is founded on Kant, but t~at it implies a· popularized metaphysic with predominantly Kantian features. The r'omantic poet splits reality into a world of experien· ce arid a world of per-J ception,-· the former world, Kant's noumenon, being interpreted by poetry and. the latter or phenorp.enal world being· the only object of · rational knowledge. The gap between rational and poetic ·knowledge accounts for the importance of suggestion and evocatio'n· in romantic ·art, and for the distrust _ of didactic qualities. For the poet a~ well as the reasoner, however}. nature is the vehicle of interpretation, hence nature to the poet is, as in Baudelaire's "Correspondances," a shrine of mysterious oracles; and in the darkness of the 'noumerial world, where there must yet be direct contact ·with nature, we depend. iess on the expanded pupils of vision than on the twitching whiskers of feelip.g. · · ·. But as romantic art develops, popularized Kant becomes popularized Schope~hauer, and as the phenomenal world is the object of consciousness, the noumenal world tends to become associated with the sub-conscious, a. world -of will underlying the world of idea. Such a world of will, ,being ~ub-inoraf and suh-i.ntellectu~l, may from the point of view of consciousness be described as e':il and brutal, hence · rom,an_tic art becomes infused with
' .. 
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YEATS AND THE LANGUAGE OF SYMBOLISM·
. all the symbols· of the "romantic agony": · sadism, Satanism, pessimism,, the cults of the beauty of pain, the religion of blasphemy, the curse of · genius, and, abo've all, the malignant grinning female, the Medusa, the Sphinx, La Gioconda, La Belle Dame sa.ns Merci, or whatever her n~me may be, who presides ·over so ma'ny romantic love-affairs, and has affected Yeats; relations with the beautiful Maud ~Gonne; The world as will is, of course; an essential part of the order o.f nature, hence it is really a hyperphysical wprld, and in no sense a spiritu?-1 one. . The romantic.conception'of the hyperphysical,world appeats in Freud)s· · psychological myth of a sub-conscious libido and a censoring consciousness~ Freud himself has noted the resemblance of his metaphysic to Schopenhauer'~, though not the significance of that resemblance . . The influence of Freud on Yeats was indirect, but there was more of it than Yeats realized, so~e ofit coming agai~ through Lawrence. It is reflected in his choice of .Oedipus .as the symbol of the antithetical Christ 1 about to be reborn. More immediate were the Darwinian developments of the same idea:. a glance at Hardy is enough to show how easily Darwin and Schopenhauer :fit together. · The evolutionary dialectic destroyed th~ sepa· rateness of created f~rms, and reduced all life to a single interlocking family: ev~n, one may say, and Samuel Butler did say,· a single· super-organism, a known · God who is also the wor]d of will and life-force. Thus in this conception of a · .
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hyperphysical world th~ old seventeenth-century doctrine of the anima mundi is r'eabsqrbed into literary symbolism, though o( course with a .very di-fferent context, and ideas of race memory and telepathy appe.ar as byproducts· of it. , · · In Irish mythology there is a world of gods," the" Tuatha_.~De D~naan, who were driven underground by man long ago and now inhal;>it 1 a world ·antipodal ' · to ·our own, whose "Beltane, (May 1) is our "Samhain~' (November 1); a world of fairies or Sidhe living i'n the Tir~na-n-Og' , th,e country · of eternal youth, where personality has much more of that aloof and aristocratic spirit that marks the antithetical, the classical and Nietzschean, idea of the mingling of .th~ divine and human, as opposed to the primary or· . Christi a~ vf~w of it. ·This myth of gods buried · · under the tyranny of consciousness, nature, and reason, in Joyce the Finnegan conc_ ealed under the blanket of HCE, corresponds to the Greek mY,th of the Titans, of whom Promethe;us was one, and neatly .fits the metaphysiCal m.yth we )lave been tracing. A remark of Blavatsky's that our world has another attacped to it at the North Pole, forming a dumbbell-shaped cosmos, is quoted in The 'Tr:embling of the Veil. And as, according ·to all romantic · presuppositions, the source of the mythopoeic faculty is the sub-conscious, Yeats endeavou~s, he tells,us,in Per Amica Sz."lentiaLunae, ·to sink his mind below consciousness ' ,into ·the' stream of the anima mundi, in order to become a medium of a creati~e · power which has its basis in the organically traditional, the genus or ra~e, . rather than the individual, and which will bring the ancestral gods and myths of that r.ace out of a stream of racial memory.
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,, i. L. In a rather silly play, The Hour-Glass, an exponent of sceptical material-· ism is told by an angel that he has to accept this antipodal fairy-world or . --. else. He is .given an. hour to produce a believer in it, .and an hour-glass, from which the play takes its name, appei rs on the st~ge. This hour-glass, the si. mplest 'possible emblem of time, .. is, though Yeats apparen tiy·has tried · not to notice the fact, 'the fundamental symbpl of his own Vision, the double gyre :with time passing from one cone to the other, and reversing its position when the -progress is complete. In this play, however, it represents· the relation: of the .fairy-world to our· own. This relation obviously cannot be historical, like . the classical-Christian double gyre; yet the fairies to some . _ ext~rlt share a common time and space with us} for 'they live, like the ·spir. its ' ·in Dante's P!lrgatory, on the other side of our ·own world, howeyer we irt terpret the word "side."
. We can' understand where. this world is if we think of spiritualism, whjch,' in spite of its name, investigates on scientific principles a world not of spirits but of ·nature, a world where the conceptions of time, space, substance, and form appear still to operate, and which seems to be an· essential part of the anima mundi~ Thus the hour-glass really represents the gyre of organiclife which goes from birth to_ death, and then, invisible to the organic wo,rld but still 'within nature, from death to rebirth. ·The idea of repirth is essential if the ' conception is to retain its hour-glass figure. ln the Vision two double gyres, the four faculties, make up the Spenglerian movement ~f visible time or history,' and two others at right angles to them, the four principles, make up this other. cycle of life, <;ieath, and rebirth. Yeats gives a detailed . account of the half-dozen stages that the dead man goes through on his way · to rebirth. o · ne of them consists in reliving, sometimes for centuries, the passionate moments of one's life, as r ' .
YEA.'fS-.AND THE .LANGUAGE. OF SYMBOLISM 11 . what seems_. to me on other grounds highly probable: that a good deal of ~our thinking is elaborated from sub-conscious diagrams. · This comes outnot only in the geometrical · :figures we use, "a point of view," «a sphere of influence," "a line of action," and so on 1 but also in the spatial implications · · of the most ordinary particles: ubeside," 0 between;' "on t. he other hand,'' and . the like. The Vision begins by dividing all human types ·among twenty-eight. phases, and even this, for all its arbitrary strait-jacketing, might have become -the sub-conscious foundation of an art-form like the . one represented· in Chaucer's company of twenty-nine pilgrims, ~ho evidently seem to be something of a perfect circle of planetary and humorous temperament. It is a pity that the qualitie~ which enabled Chaucer -to transfor.Qi his perfect' circle into great art were qualities that Yeats felt he . ought to' distrust-characterization and comedy.
I have laid such stress on t_ he Vision because it does give an accourit," for better or worse, -of the symbolic structure which underlies Yeats' poetry '-' from at least 1917 onward.
-And from what we have said about the romantic nature of that poetry, it is_ clear that the Vision is among ~ther , things .one of the grammars of romantic symbolism. I~ presents a physical or phenomenal world apP-rehended by the consciousness and a hyper~ physical world apprehended by the sub-conscious, and in so doing it preserves the original romantic cult of nature which led to identifying spiritual and hyperphys~cal reality. It does riot get, except in theory, to any order above that of nature or to any mode of consciousness --in which the gap between subject and object is bridged. The poks of the Vzsi?n, Phases ,
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O~e and Fifte~p, are .a purely objecti_ ve' condition of self-abne'gation · and a\.
purely subjecti've one of complete beauty respectively, both. of 'which are superhum,an incarnations. And ~s the fundamental process in nattir~· as we ordinarily perceive it is the 'cycle, the Vision .reflects a romantic pessi~ inism founded on a conception of cyclic fatality, such as we find iri Lawrence, in Spengler, 1n Nietzsche, who also tried to formulate a doctrine of re-'currence, and in _ many others . · It remains finally to compare Yeats' symbolism with tha:t of some. earlier . poet who knew a greater tradition than the romantic ·one, a comparison ' which may ~nvolve some rather technical points' of symbolic grammar.
Of pre-romantic English poets, _ the two who had the most formative ' \ i~fluence on Yeats were also the two greate' st linguists of ~ymbolism in I '.'i .. English_literatur_ e-Blake and Spenser. Yeats and his friend Ellis under-.too}c an edition of Blake in 1889, -which appeared in three voJumes in 1893. They approached Blake however· from the wrong ~ide of Blavatsky: that is, they had already acquired a smattering of occultism, and they expected -' to firi· d . in Bhike an occult system or secret do-ctrine instead of a poetic ' language. But wh~t B, lake needed· most in 1889 was a clean, complete, and accurate text, and neither of these young men---,-both were in their ''· twenties-had any real knowledge of editing. Again, Blake, though a very systematic thinker, sharply warns his reader against what he calls "matlie--. . matic form," and this includes all the Euclidean paraphernalia of diagrams, · ·· figu.res, tables of symbols and the like, which inevitably appear when . symbolism is treated as a dead language. The result is an over-schematized com~entary full of false symmetries, which, itself more di. fficult to under-, stand· than 'Blake, is still further confused by ce~trifugal · . expositions of Boehme and, Swedenborg. As Yeats very truly remarks in the course of this work: "The student of occultism ... should particula~ly notice Blake's association of black with darkness .. " B.ut Yeats tells us in his essay on Spenser that Spenser's symbols kept welling up again in his mind long after he had-forgotten having met them in Spenser, a'nd it is not possible that. the Blake whom· he had studied so exhaustively can have-failed to influence .' him in the sa~e way. · . . . · . · Complex as Blake's symbolism is, it is at least uncluttered by all . the · · chain-of-being apparatus of eons, emanations, world-souls, and demi-urg~s 1 which Yeats inherited from the occult tradition. In Blake the world as . mental reality, which is inside the human mind, and the world as physicai appearance, which is outside it, present a, contrast in which . the latter is a shadow or reflection of the former, and thus a sort of parody or inversion _ ' of it . In the physical world man is an isolated indi:vidual cep.tre of perception; in the sp· iritual world he is identical with a universal circumference of perception~ a titanic man whom Blake call~ Albion. • In .the physical world man is ·awa. re of an antithesis of divine Creator and human creature; · I ,
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·of a chain of being halfway between matter and God; in the spiritual world Man has pulled this chain into his own body, as Zeus threate;ns to do· . . in the Iliad. The real form of the mineral world is that of a city; that of the vegetable world a tree of life; that of the animal world a single body; ~' · and that of the human world the real presence of the God-Man Jesus: ·and all these forms are one form. · Hence in Blake's symb<?lism' we find .a se.ries of antithe~es expressing the contrast of the two worlds. There is a tree of llfe and a tree of mystery~ a city of God and a cjty of destruction, and so on. This antithetical pattern is found in Yeats too. The two trees appear in the poem of that name, and hints of the two citie' s in ·the Byzantium poems} though in. the famous uSailing to Byzantium" it is af tually Shelley who takes the lead as Yeats stands in the tomb of Galla Placidia in Ravenna, a cavern of the type that :Spengler calls the "prime symbol" of Byza_ntine culture, and sees in .the. dome of many-coloured glass. above him a reflection of something very like ' the New Testament city of living stones. ' 1 In order to pass from the physical world to the spiritual world in Blake, man's mind has to blow up and turn inside out: in more' sober language, man has to use his im~gination and train himself, with the help of works of art, to reverse the natural perspective. .Blake's symbol .for this turning .. inside out is the vortex, an image rather similar to Yeats' gyre, though the difference is more significant than the resemblance. In Yeats the spiritual life in . this .world is, again like Dante's Purgatory, a ,gigantic ·cone, a mountain oi-tower encircled by a winding stair spiralling upward through · one .life a:fter another until it reaches an apex. The source of the idea is not Dante, but a childhood memory of smoke rising from the whirling ' 1 spo,ols of a "pern mill" so that it. looked as though it were coming out of a . . burning mountain. ,This cone image supplies the titles of two of Yeats' . later books, T!ze Tower and The Winding Stair. ; ' .. ' · But if we turn to the early work .we find that the chief symbol there is not that of Dante's Purgatory, but that of his Paradise, the multifoliate rose, the flaming tree of life or transfigured cross which i~ the permanent spiritual form of eternity, the spiral which has lost its progressive or temporal shape. Evidently, then, the thought of passing from the apex o'f the purgatoriaL cone into eternity predominated in Yeats' mind up to about 1917, after which the idea of rebirth from the apex, which, as we have seen, is also hinted at in Dante, begins to displace it, though never completely.
Dante puts the Garden of Eden at the. apex of his Purgatory, and both · Blake arid Spenser also have a lower Paradise in their symbolism, associated with the moon and with the Bardo-world of the dead and' unborn, which is yet a hyperphysical world a~d a part· of the cyclic order of nature. Blake calls it Beulah and Spenser the Gardens of' Adonis. As both poets are ·Protestants, neither gives it a purgat~rial function, but in both it is a place ; - -passivity so abject that he cannot even write his own book, and sees ' his aloof and aristocratic ideal above him, impossibly remote and lost in the turning stars. An active mirid would, on the contrary, be the circumference . of such a vision, which would then be lifted l,Ip into the spiritual or mental < world and so become a created or dramatic form, as Chaucer~s circle of pilgrims d<;>es. The upper limit of the .present f/£sion, Phase Fifteen, the perfect-. antithetical self, _ would in that case· become the lower limit, the aspect in which-the vision appears to the physical world. We should then have what Yeats calls _th~. creative mind and. the ·mask, the mental~ or imaginative reality of the vision itself and the external form in ·which it appears to others. 'And just as Blake, when he spoke of his poems as dictated; . was talking about a state of the most active concentration, so Yeats never en trusted anything except the Vi.rio_ n to his spirits; everywhere else he is the active circumference and' not the passive centre of what I he is doing. We should expect, therefore, to find all the rest of his work trirnirig on th. is conception of creative mind and mask, the opposidon of mental reality and physical appearance, the latter, · the mask, having all of that proud and aristocr~tic aloofness which Yeats so valued in the world of appearance. _ . . This is certainly what we g~t in the essay Per Amica Silentia Lunae, the bottle out of which the smoky genie of the Vision emerged. There, Yeats sees the artist, as an ordinary or natural man in the physical world, using his ·creative genius to visualize a mode of existence as different as possible Italian philosophy with the stress laid on its fascist elements, the Japanese samurai code, Spengler's the~ry of history, Lawrence's primitivism, Nietzsche's cult of the heroic superman, Irish nationalism, the personal influence of Ezra Pound, and the attempt to reach through the viscera deeper truths than reason knows. This also forms a mask or opposed vision for what to Yeats and the others seemed the essential shortcomings . of our age: a cult of mediocre vulgarity and a lack of nobility and heroism. ' The Yeatsian dram-a is a curious example of this imaginative opposition. · We remember its characteristics: an intimate impersonality, directly addre~sed to a small audience by the dramatist, full ,of traditional symbolism, stripped to the barest essentials of costume, scenery, and lighting, tragic or at least melancholy in tone, reflecting a;istocratic ideals, and with ail individuality o( character subordinated to a unity of theme. .This dramatic form is, point for-. . point, the exact opposite of the chief dramatic form of our age, the movie, with its vast unselected audience and its comi-c or sentimental realistic spectacle-form which has no dramatist and in which the private lives of .the actors are on th~ whole more interesting than the play they are in.'
B~t there is one point that Yeats never gets clear in ~is mind, except . . ~n one play called The ~Unicorn from the Stars, and fo~ that very reas~n wemust get it clear. ' Once a poet finds his mask, _and it becomes the outw:ard form of his creative li'fe; it loses. all real connection with his natural-life. ·Art is not autotherapy: Morris did not cure :his tactless~ess by ' writing romances about people with plenty of tact. The_ poet, by pr~sent1ng us with a vision of nobility and heroism, detaches that vision from our ordinary' lives~· . He thus works in a direction exactly opposite to that of the political leader who insists on trying to attach it, and so perverts· its nature-, as fascism perverted the Nietzsche an gospel of heroic I virtue into the most monstrous negation of it that the world has ever seen. Siegfried may be a genuine enough heroic ideal in Wagner; but whenever a·nyone attempts to act like Siegfried, he instantly becomes an Alberich. The artist, of course, is always, like Narcissus, apt to become enamoured with the re.flecting ~llusion of hi~ own mask. Yeats himself did not possess every kind of.high . intelligence, and some affectations resultirg from a pedantic strea~ in nis . make-up led P,im into a certain amount· of social and political dithering.
But for all that we should not be too quick to plaster a fascist label on · Yeats' myth merely because a conspiracy of. thugs happened to debase that myth instead of some other one. W~ come back here to·' our original point that poetic · symbolism is language and not truth, a ·means of ex-. pression and not a body of doctrine, ,not som_ething to look at but something to look · and speak through, a dramatic mask. "The poet,, said Sir Philip Sidney, a never affirmeth,: when he does affirm he not' only c~ases to be a poet, but is as l, ikely to be wrong as anyo1;1e else. . Yeats began his career . with a set of romantic values and an intuition, r. ecorded on the first page of his Collected Poems, that "words alone are certain good." As he went. on, his -romantic values consolidated into. a tragic mask, through which we hear voices full of terror, cruelty, and a dreadful be. auty, voices of the malignant ghosts of the dead repeating their ·passionate crimes. _No on'e can deny that a tragic and terrible mask is the obvious reflection of our age; nor is-it an easy mask i:o wear, since it is not for those who take refuge either in moral outrage or in facile · bravado.
But as it begins to settle on the creator of lovely and fragile Victorian poetry a new exuberance comes into the voice: In Yeats' early poems we _find neither youth nor age, but an after-dinner dream of both; in the Last Poems the lusts -of youth break out beside the "old man's eagle ,mind" .flying far above the conflicts of illusion~ For while illusion enslaves, vision ' emancipates, and eyen the thought of death in a dying world _ seems a -buoyant thm;zght, a defiant upstream leap of the elderly salmo'n returning·. to the place of seed. · · In the early play The King's Threshold a poet goes on a hunger strike _ ·at· a king's court because .he is excluded from the high table ,where the bishops and councillors sit. But the issue is not fairly presented: the poet .does not want, mere equality .with others; -he wants to be recognized as himself the true king, the creator of. social values whose praise of gold
